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Where is this guy from? 
Malin Head 
Co. Donegal 
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Who am I? 
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The good old student days… 
• Undergrad in Computer Science 
• 2001 - 2005 
• University of Ulster, Derry 
 
• PhD in computing 
• 2005 - 2008 
• Dublin City University 
 
“Providing Effective Memory Retrieval Cues 
through Automatic Structuring and 
Augmentation of a Lifelog of Images” 
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Oxford University 
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Personal life archives… 
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Visual Lifelogging Devices 
Much past research focus on miniaturising hardware and increasing battery-life + 
storage e.g. visual lifelogging domain 
Tano et. al. University of Electro-Communications, Tokyo, Japan Microsoft Research SenseCam 
Steve Mann. Wearable computing: a first step 
toward personal imaging. Computer, 30:25–32, 
Feb 1997. 
TIMELINE 
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Our wearable sensors 
SenseCam is a Microsoft Research 
Prototype… now the Vicon Revue  
Contains a camera and various sensors 
Addition of GPS and Bluetooth 
Takes about 5,500 photos per day 
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Eyetap 
By Self-assembled (Steve Mann) 
Cost Variable, recommended to buy 
Mann's book 
Sensors Build your own 
Image quality Variable, depends on 
camera used 
Video? Yes 
Capacity based on compression, appears 
to be AV output 
Battery Life depends on battery used 
Steve Mann, U Toronto is a pioneer, trailblazer, geek, 
rights activist, who has become physically dependent on 
his Eyetap for vision, and has had this validated in court. 
His technology is a camera and screen projection directly 
in front of his left eye. 
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Tie Hidden Camera 
By Brickhouse security 
Cost $199.95 
Sensors No other sensors 
Image quality NTSC, 350 Resolution TV 
Lines 
Video? 30fps 
Capacity AV cable out 
Battery Life No details given, 8AA 
batteries 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Cute, but where does the AV cable go ? 
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Homemade spy 
camera glasses 
By Self-assembled 
Cost depends on equipment, as little as $40 
Sensors No other sensors 
Image quality Variable, depends on camera 
used 
Video? Yes 
Capacity AV cable out 
Battery Life No details given 
 
 
 
Again .. The AV camera ?  It’s a capture device, not a capture 
and store device 
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Visual Lifelogging Devices 
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Wow, let’s take a little break for 
a minute! 
A day in the life of… 
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Supporting those with dementia… 
Microsoft Research Cambridge presentation: http://research.microsoft.com/~shodges/presentations/UBICOMP_senseCam.pdf 
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Novel Uses… 
Total Recall by Jim Gemmell & 
Gordon Bell 
- Foreword by Bill Gates 
Mr Lee, the lifelogging cat. 
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So how do I use the SenseCam? 
Let’s hear the opinion of James May, the UK Top Gear 
Presenter… 
 
Then hands on look at the images… 
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Browser features… 
Downloading images from SenseCam 
Showing how to delete images participants may be 
uncomfortable with 
Labelling events of interest 
Charging SenseCam 
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Released SenseCam Software 
http://sensecambrowser.codeplex.com  
 - St. Vincent’s Hopsital, Dublin 
 - MRC Cognition and Brian Sciences 
Unit, Cambidge 
 - Halvar Jonson Centre for Brain Injury, 
Canada 
 - ~400 downloads since release 10 
months ago 
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Touchscreen SenseCam Software 
Who is Aiden? SenseCam SC Analysis Domestic Electricity The Future 
• 3 people (aged 60+) used touchscreen version 
independently for 2 weeks 
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Daily Browser Overview 
Event Segmentation 
SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000) 
Using MOTION sensors – very quick & accurate 
EVENT SEGMENTATION 
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Customised analysis 
But I want to do some customised analysis … 
 
Let’s look into the guts of it! 
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Physical Activity & the Environment 
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(Wintec WBT202)  
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Resources 
Time                         - http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2022652,00.html  
Total Recall             - http://totalrecallbook.com/  
James May Video  - http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=Moxqfeg8daI  
Alzheimer’s Video - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwBC82XbNA4 
SenseCam wiki       - http://www.clarity-centre.org/sensecamwiki/index.php/Main_Page  
SenseCam browser - http://sensecambrowser.codeplex.com/  
Aiden webpage        - www.computing.dcu.ie/~adoherty       
           http://www.publichealth.ox.ac.uk/people/academic/aiden-doherty  
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